Glebe House Regional &
Club 24/25th July 2021
Vital: before you leave home
1. You must send a photograph of your horse passport(s) showing the
latest flu vaccinations to admin@brockhamharnessclub.co.uk
2. You must complete the Horse Health Declaration form in the 24 hours
before you arrive at the venue. Fill the form in online at tiny.one/healthdec
These are steps mandated by BEF to control the spread of equine flu. If
you have not completed these two stages, I’m afraid you will not be
permitted on the showground.
Other paperwork
All paperwork for the show will be posted online at tiny.one/glebe including
times, cones and obstacle diagrams and a map of how to find us. Dressage
times, dressage numbers and marathon numbers will also be emailed out to
you as well as being available online.
Times will also available on this site
Please join the event WhatsApp Group by selecting this link. Competitor and
grooms should join this group to keep updated with information prior and during
the event. This will be the main means of communication.
Open this link to join my WhatsApp Group: https://chat.whatsapp.com/
GACyjgvV8GJKnbfHOa2oTJ
You will not be able to post on here, however if you need to make contact use
the numbers at the end of this letter.
Arrival at Glebe House
Directions to get to Glebe House are shown on the paperwork site
glebemap.pdf
Upon arrival park as directed making sure you are leaving 5m between you and
other lorries.

Our host is providing Welcome celebration cakes for all competitors & grooms,
these can be collected upon arrival from Secretary's office.

Stable-field
Water - will be located down the end of the stable field in the corner by the
water bowser. Please sanitise your hands before and after using the tap.
Muck - There is one walk in muck trailer please use this and do not make any
muck heaps. Make sure you fork up your muck please to make use of the space
available in the trailer
Toilets - Are located down one side of the stabling field. Sanitiser will be located
in all toilet, please do make use of it. Do not empty any chemical toilets into
these. There will be a elsan tank provided for Lorry and Caravan toilets to be
emptied into.
Rubbish - This needs to be taken home with you. Black sacks are available at
the secretaries office.
Gates - Please keep all gates into the stabling field closed. Sanitiser will be
placed there for your use
Exercise Route - this will be a loop around a field which is marked from the
stabling field.
Dogs - They must be kept no leads at all times.
Catering Van - This will be available in the stabling Field on Saturday and
Sunday
Wrist Bands
Wrist bands will be available for collection from Secretary's office.
All entrants/helpers/officials will need a wrist band for security reasons.
These will also give you access to the Competitors Briefing and Party (see
below) at 6pm Saturday at Clothals Farm Buildings which is a 5min walk or
2min bike ride from the stable field.
Covid Guidance
Although the restrictions in England have relaxed we would politely like all
competitors to still take measures to keep everyone safe. These can be found in
the Covid Guidance document. It is strongly recommended that you and anyone
travelling with you takes a lateral flow test the day you travel to the event.
If you or anyone with you begins to feel unwell while at the event, please do not
mix with others, if possible take a test and alert the organisers by mobile
communication.

Cones and Obstacles
Cones and obstacles will be available for walking from Friday 1pm
As a Covid precaution, please do not walk cones or obstacles if they already
look busy. Please move outside the cones or obstacles if you want to chat
things through.
Any car entering the event is only permitted to travel to and from the designated
lorry park. Cars are strictly prohibited from all other areas, including to and from
the obstacles. The exception is officials’ vehicles.
If you want to take your car nearer to the obstacles (and we advice you don’t it
would be quicker to either walk or cycle) you must go via Bassells Lane back
out onto the A24. Head North towards Horsham, then turn off down the B2135
signposted to West Grinstead and Partridge Green and then turn right for
signposted for Glebe House and St George’s Church. Along here on the left is
the field the obstacles are in which you must park in and then walk to the
obstacles.
There will be no access to the obstacles for Quads except by separate
arrangement.
You can walk or cycle to the obstacles following the signed from the dressage
field. If unsure just ask the secretary.
Dressage & Cones
Please let the arena steward know you are there at least 10 minutes before
your scheduled start time. After you have completed your dressage test, please
make your way to the cones arena and let your arena steward know you are
available. We have tried to make the timing for the cones work as well as we
can but this will rely on you making your way there promptly. You will have your
carriage measured on leaving the arena, so please follow the steward’s
instructions for this.
Pre Novice and Novice Dressage
There is a required safety check 30 minutes before your dressage time, Please
ensure that you present yourself to the judge who will be near your arena so
that you can be assessed prior to your dressage.
Marathon
Please make sure you are at the Start of A 10 minutes before your start time to
allow for a safety check to be carried out.

Vet
Our Vet is Sally Hodgson. She will be on site for the duration of the event. If you
need her at all, please notify the secretary who will call her on your behalf.
Any fees incurred for the use of Sally will be the competitor’s responsibility to
pay.
Scores
Scores are available live online via tiny.one/glebe
Departing
When leaving on Sunday please turn left out onto the A24, regardless of
whether you need to head North and then use the roundabout to correct your
direction if needed.
Party
Our hosts Jane & Tony Robinson have organised a Welcome party at Clothals
on Saturday night with a Taste of England theme. This will start shortly after the
Glebe Regional marathon briefing which is scheduled for 6pm.
Complimentary drinks will be English Lager, Plumpton College White Wine,
Elderflower Cordial & Alcohol Free Beer and will accompany a range of
Canapes & Mini Desserts including Smoked Salmon, Vegetarian Muffins (gluten
free) with English Cheeses & Shallotts , Beef Fillet Croutes on skewers, Glazed
Sausages - Spotted Dick &Trifles.etc.
These will be easy to eat on the go.
You are most welcome to bring other refreshments with you.
A Jazz Band will be entertaining everybody along with a display by Sussex
Lusitanos .
Slick Dick's Cycle Challenge will follow
In the event of bad weather the briefing and party will continue under cover in a
barn at Clothals however the going under foot may be a little uneven.
Contacts
Anything you are left wondering about, please do not hesitate to get in touch.
Adam Wyllie - 07803 068076 Sarah Garnett - 07774 498481
We wish you all the best for this weekend
Good Luck and enjoy

